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About This Game

In the Best Life Simulator (BLS) you have to go through a life-course through the entire social ladder. It all begins with a
homeless person who constantly balances between life and death, fights with hunger, cold, illness, and ends with a

multimillionaire with his own palace, plane and many other things.

Best Life Simulator has a fairly large range of features that will accompany You throughout the entire process. With each new
level new features are opened, it becomes more interesting and interesting to play. Get Your education, get a job, become an

athlete, go to the store, buy the food You like, treat Your character from various illnesses and this is just a small part of all that
You can do in Best Life Simulator!

Facilitate Your life and set easy level of difficulty, and for lovers of hot feelings we already have a difficult level, for passing
which You will receive a bonus SH (super hard) level. The best gamers in the world are panicking from BLS SH. Do You think

that You will be able to withstand a real hardship? Then go ahead!

The game is full of interesting things. You should try it all.
You have a garbage, a bench, a street, a transition, a shop, a school, a parking lot and an office to look for. There you may

encounter such things as bottles, cardboard, board, nails, sack, glue, broken radio, plasticine, lighter, broken toy, magnet and
broken watch. Use it for your own purposes, for example, simply sell, save on a "black day" or make it yourself, using a bench

and tools, things like a box, a rope, a plasticine dinosaur and a car, a toy, a stool, a box, a curb, a book about coins, watches,
compass, radio.

Profession enough: a cleaner, a distributor of advertising, a fuser, a loader, a guard, a driver, a firefighter, a rescuer, an
ophthalmologist, a hairdresser, a translator, a journalist, a lawyer, a programmer, a politician, a dentist, each of them has career
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growth and positions.
The food is your choice, in the store you can buy a cucumber, a sandwich, a baton, a pizza, a yogurt, a cake, an egg, grapes, a

tomato, an apple, a meat, a cake.
Clothes for you will always be found; in the shop there are ordinary clothes, beautiful clothes, old coats, jacket, winter clothes,

work suit, shorts, running suit, sports suit, jacket, black suit, white suit.
For lovers of transport, we have a skateboard, a bicycle, an old car, an ordinary car, a pickup, a microcard, a jeep, a convertible,

a sports car, a supercar, a helicopter on an even airplane.
Casino can be especially interesting for you: bets, tokens, lottery tickets. You never know what's ahead: victory or defeat, how

lucky.
From the real estate there are rooms in the hostel, but the apartments in the high-rise building, as well as in the rural zone, you

can build a shed, cottage, cottage, villa and even a palace.
There are many interesting things, but we will not reveal all the secrets.

If you need more information, ask us your question. We are glad to talk to you. You can use them to contact:
1) email blcompanyadm123@gmail.com (recommended)

2) Page on Facebook @blcompanypage
3) Steam discussion of this game (not the best option)

We wish you a great time to play!
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Refunded - Shmups are one of my fave game types but no one seems to understand the importance of non flashy visuals, if i
cant see enemy bullets clearly because of oer the top graphic fx its not a proper shmup, i had high hopes due to similarities to
rtype in the visuals but find the controls sluggish and game not challenging enough for the genre. Interesting post-apoc character
rpg with a mostly linear story but with choices along the way. Worth it on sale, not sure at full price though, since the total play
time isn't very long.. I'm not sure why this game received such poor reviews - I found the game charming. The story is a bit
bland, but the main character (a seductive spy-dancer who charms secrets out of men) is definitely interesting. I especially liked
the optional secret objectives - they involve hidden items and additional puzzles, and solving them all changes the ending.

Similarly, some people complain about the mini-games but these can be mostly skipped. They do reward you with a better
ending if you do them though.. I played this game both on PC and the Xbox 360 and I really enjoy it on both systems. One of
the last good games if not the last good game before Tom Clancy's death. Now days they just come out with trash like The
Division and Watchdogs. I highly recommend playing this game if you are looking for an RTS.. I very much enjoyed this game
and I highly recommend. I am going to go over everything that I think needs going over and highlighting pros and cons.

Controls- The controls of this game are almost exactly like that of Subnautica, and if you have played any successful underwater
game you should have no issued moving around in the Debris environment. The FOV of this game is locked in place but I think
that it is set to an acceptable size, seeing at the entire game is underwater with a mask on.

Graphics- I think that the graphics of this game are beautiful for an underwater game in the highest settings possible and the
game makes it easy to determine which settings are best for your computer. However, even when put on these "optimal" settings
I was still not able to get above 40fps, either having a optomization issue or some other reason I think that in order to have the
graphics specified, a much beefier computer might be needed. Keeping in mind that I had a consistient 40fps throughout the
entire game, so if you aren't a freak about having max fps possible then this isn't an issue. Additionally the game still looks
appealing without being on max graphics.

Atmosphere- The atmosphere is definitely that of a horror game, and quite frankly this is done really well. The mixture of fogs,
underwater lakes, lights, darkness, and sounds all come together to give the player a sense of "void" in some areas while in
others pure claustrophobia. It allows the player to completely fall into the shoes of the main character and experience what he
and the others are going through. Even when you are just told what's happening in another tunnel.

Voice Acting- The voice acting in this game are easily my favorite because, asside from simply wandering this underwater cave
system, it drives the plot. The way things are said, the way that some characters cut eachother off is all planned to help bring the
ending together, as well as tie up potential loose ends. Additionally, the voices just sound like real people. The actors themselves
and the dialogue put infront of them is both well written and well executed.

Story- The story of this game is based on choices. There are four main choices that each playthrough provides the main
character and the descision made determines the rest of the game and how the characters get to the ending. However, the ending
is the exact same every time, so the way that you got there is different. Although the whole "what does it matter if the ending is
the same" would usually be present, such as in Mass Effect 3, that is not the case for this game. It completely changes what you
notice and everything develops and then the very end just blows it all up in your face to leave you in your chair saying
"holy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665"

Replayability- I actually urge anyone who plays this game to play it through at least twice. This is because once the ending is
revealed to you, you will go back and notice things you never noticed, things that were said that you didn't hear, and noises you
heard but never understood.. This is a physics puzzle and physics works awkwardly. Unacceptable.. ITS MY DAD"S!. I couldn't
have been more disappointed in this game. While visually appealing enviornments existed, it had very little to do, and was full of
visual and gameplay bugs. It was nothing like the dinosaur theme park adventure I thought i'd be getting, or what I thought I saw
while watching the trailers. Be ready for many long loading screens, to take you to different parts of a tiny map where theres
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nothing to do. Best part was swinging my stone hatchet at a rock, had a bit of fun with that until i realized you'd have to reload
that same part of the map 3 times to get enough crafting materials to make a torch. Your interaction with dinosaurs will be
nothing more than shooting them in one minigame, or scanning them for a dinobook in another. Not worth 40 dollars, or
anything close to that ammount.. A good puzzle platformer, it's a little bit flawed in quality but nevertheless charming in style,
character and has a good price value ratio. Also, the obvious strength is it's level design with a good balance of both main
genres.

Recommend it when you are familiar with puzzles and platforming as well.. Too short, too fast.

Heard that one before.
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How to make a garbage game list:

1. Use resident evil styled camera angles
2. Get voice actors who are worse then those in hidden object games
3. Make sure the graphics are worse then something developed by one man indie projects
4. Have repetitive boring music
5. Make sure every cliche is present within the story

Congratulation you are now the proud developer of Face Noir.. The recommendation is pretty weak because I didn't actually
like the game. I think it has the potential to be enjoyable and it is fairly unique, so that alone might be worth it to you.

This game is essentially puzzle quest but with a solitaire combat system instead of matching gems. It's not fast by any means.
Essentially you build poker hands to charge attacks, then launch the attacks at your opponent. Essentially you spend the entire
game moving stacks of cards on top of each other to make a combo of five, and the higher the combo on the damage scale, the
more the attack will do. You can also 'steal' cards from your enemies so long as they aren't stacked.

The combat is cool once or twice, but after that it becomes so repetitive. Nearly every fight is identical, save for the select few
where you need to charge and use special attacks to win.

Beyond the gameplay, the music, sound effects, story and graphics are all ok. They're mediocre, they're fine, they're acceptable.
Without a doubt they are not great and won't sell the game, but they sustain it without detracting.

All around, that describes the experience: alright, ok, passable. It's not thrilling or revolutionary, but it is unique and if that's
what you're looking for in a game then you'll find it here.. Woah! Holy! Jeez Louise! Kwite the game and the days go by. Much
appreciated.. how the ♥♥♥♥ are you supposed to play this game. It is one of the few games that deal with the development of
spacetravel and should really be supported even though it still is a WIP title that isnt for casuals

BLS v 1.2:
Best Life Simulator is waiting for you! In this update, we:

– worked on the design
– some insidious bugs have been found and disposed of
– reduced the load on the system
– have forced this thing to work even on Mac OS

Hope you enjoy, have fun!
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